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December 13th celebration in Japan
Maitreya celebrated December 13th this year in Japan and did the transmissions for the first time in the Korindo. For
the two previous days, the Japanese Raelians and some Raelians who came from abroad just for the event, had the privilege

to meditate with Maitreya Rael, for 2 days in a row!. For the first time in 37 years, he guided a seminar consisting only of
meditations.... A privilege impossible to describe.
After the transmissions Maitreya talked about the ‘laughter revolution.’ Here are some excerpts of his speech which can
also be seen on RaelTV.
The man who can not laugh, can not have wisdom
I feel so happy today, crazy of happiness!
37 years ago I had this wonderful encounter with our creators. Many of you who did their transmission today were not even
born. 37 years ago! You were not born when the Elohim came but, you were born when I am still alive and you came here to have your
transmission today and I am still alive. And you can touch me, and I touch you. You can not touch Buddha, you can not touch Jesus,
but you can touch me, I am still here. Many people follow a prophet, but the vast majority of them follow these prophets or messengers
when they are dead. Very few follow them when they are still alive.
That’s something special and we laugh together, we play petanque together, we enjoy dancing and singing together. We can make
funny things together.
The image you have of Jesus or Buddha is always an image of a serious face. Prophets don’t have serious faces, I am always kid2
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ding, I am laughing with you, and I love you, I love you, so much.
It is the same for the Elohim. Don’t visualize the Elohim as Gods, strange beings, like fathers or Gods with very serious faces. We
are family and they are funny. When I was with them, we laughed a lot. I can say that we laughed 90 % of the time. They love laughing, like every intelligent being. Only stupid people are serious. Politicians? very serious. military? very serious, because they are stupid.
Intelligent people always laugh, Mozart was laughing, Einstein was laughing.... Jesus was laughing, Buddha was laughing all
the time.
On the day the Elohim arrive at the embassy, many people will be surprised. When the UFO will come on the embassy ,the door
will open slowly, and the first thing we will hear will be them laughing.
I would love you to hear the laughter of Yahweh. He laughs like a child. And all the Elohim are laughing like children.
When they came on Earth to create life, they were happy scientists, laughing in laboratories.
Everyday making contests, showing the new animals they created. ‘’Look at my new butterfly’’, “wow” everybody was laughing,
“what beautiful colors”. And another would say “look, look, look, I created a flower”. And they were laughing and always kidding.
And then the one who created the crab said “look, look, look, I created something funny.” “What what what ? We want to know”.
And he put the crab down and the crab walked on the side. Everybody laughed.
The creation of Elohim, if you look everywhere around you, is full of jokes but we always want the creators, we always want the
philosophy, the wisdom, to be serious.
Wisdom is always funny.
The best sign of wisdom is laughing.
The man who can not laugh can not have wisdom.
If you want to have wisdom, the best way is to laugh; it is the first step.
If you say ‘’I want to become a wise man’’ ‘’a wise woman’’ ‘’I want to become like a prophet, like a philosopher’’ and you start
to be serious, you can not succeed. It’s impossible. If you want to have wisdom, start by
laughing.
The higher you want your consciousness to be, the stronger you must laugh.
For no reason, and then you start to discover the enlightenment.
Life is funny, this planet is funny.
It is sad also. But if we cry we can not change anything.
Yes it is also a planet with sadness and drama. But now if I cry, do I change something ? No, nothing.
If I laugh, then I give energy to everybody to change this planet.
That’s why laughing is much more powerful than crying.
I am of course extremely touched by the fact that, right now, on this planet, thousands of children are dying; one every second, because they have no food.
We had a great lunch, every body had a great lunch today, but lots of little children had no food. Nothing. It’s very sad, but if we cry, does it change anything?
We have to laugh, because it’s so stupid to have military people and government
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spending millions of dollars every minute for weapons, and letting the children die, starving. That is so funny! what kind of planet is that?
If we laugh at that, then we have the energy and we give the energy to everybody, let’s laugh together at these stupid politicians. Let’s
laugh together at these stupid governments.
Let’s laugh together and support Wikileaks, which shows to the world what liars these governments are.
It’s so funny, when you read the Wikileaks reports and realize what liars they are.
They have the power. If we cry, we cannot change anything; if we laugh at them, then we have the energy to change something.
That’s why laughing is a revolutionary tool, much more than tears.
When you cry, you accept something sad. When you laugh, you say ‘’that’s not my world, I don’t want a planet like that’’.
Let’s laugh together and change it.
Laughing is more revolutionary than crying.
That is why nobody can say: “ Rael says we must laugh, but how can he laugh when so many children are starving? How can he
laugh when so many women have their clitoris cut off.?”
I laugh, and I built a hospital in Africa to repair them.
My laughter, your laughter, gives the energy to people to raise money to make a hospital in Africa.
And whenever stupid government and administration do and say stupid things, by laughing we make them ridiculous.
Laughing is like a fist in the sky.
Laughing is a sign of revolution.
I hope Raelians go to political meetings, and when the politicians say something, then everybody laughs. That’s the best answer. I
hope we will have thousands of Raelians attending public speeches of the prime minister and when he says ‘’we will build a strong nation’’
then everybody in the room starts to laugh.
That’s revolution, they cannot lie anymore if everybody laughs. The best answer to stupidity is laughing. And it gives you the energy
to act.
This week I nominated a new Honorary Guide, and of course it is Julian Assange, the founder of Wiki leaks.
Right now he is in prison in England, let’s send him love and energy, so that he can continue to destroy the myth of honesty of the
political leaders.
He is in prison, like was Nelson Mandela, I am sure he is laughing, because he cannot stay there for a long time.
They are inventing false accusations, sexual accusations, I know that very well.
So be revolutionary. To be Raelian is to be revolutionary. And if you ask yourself ‘’how can I be revolutionary’’, ? ‘’How can I do
something’’?, the answer is : “Laugh.”
I wish you a beautiful day, a day of laughter.
I love you.
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The Symbol of Science,
December 19th,
I want to talk about this symbol, because we never talk enough about
the symbol of infinity.
The symbol of infinity, in fact we can talk about it eternally.
Because it’s infinity, so we can make an infinite speech about infinity,
but I will try to be short.
How can you summarize something that is infinite, it is quite a
challenge.
The best way to make is short, when you think about infinity is just
to be silent.
Like that in an infinite silence you have all the wisdom of the universe.
But if we want to talk about it, we can talk about this symbol forever.
When you discovered the Messages, you learned about the symbol of
infinity. You all know that it represents the infinitely small, the infinitely
large and infinity in time.
But there is much more to it.
Last week we spoke about it being the symbol of oneness, but it’s more
than that.
One more time, I can talk all my life about it, because it’s so huge.
This symbol is of course connected to the most important thing in our lives, our real religion which is science. The Message of Elohim
explains that we are the fruit of a scientific creation.
Our intelligence is science, it’s an electrochemical reaction in our brain.
Love is science. It’s the result of a good electrochemical reaction in the brain.
And this symbol is a symbol of science.
Because when you try to understand what is the infinitely large, it is astronomy, looking at the stars, trying to understand the galaxies and the universe. It is Science.
Trying to understand the infinitely small, you need a microscope, an electronic microscope.
Trying to understand the infinitely small particles, it is science.
And trying to understand what is time, it’s science as well. You cannot measure the time without science.
Even when the first men were trying to measure the time with a solar clock, it was science.
So this is all about science.
Every thing we do in infinity and time is connected to science.
And this symbol is the most basic principle of every possible science. This triangle up, we say it’s infinitely large, infinitely big. Yes,
but how can you look and try to understand the infinitely large, you use a telescope that can be symbolized by this triangle, this
V shape.
5
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In the opposite, to look at the infinitely small, we use a microscope, this triangle (pointing down, a reversed V), to look and enlarge
the infinitely small, like the telescope is used to enlarge the infinitely large.
And to understand the time, you need measures. Measure what? What is time?
Time is movement.
You can look at infinitely small particles, the more you look at very small particles, the more difficult it is to look at them. Why?
Because they are moving and the smallest they are the fastest they move.
That’s why infinity in time is connected with infinity in space.
The smallest it is, the fastest it moves.
When the scientists try to look at infinitely small particles with particle accelerators, they can only make a photo of a line of light.
They are moving so fast, we cannot see a still-standing particle.
And that’s time, time is movement.
It is the same when you use a simple telescope to look at space, maybe you all tried to watch at the stars. What was happening? You
put the telescope, and you look , ‘’ah I can see a star!’’ ‘’Look, look’’. ‘’Where is it’’? It is no more there, because it is moving.
So you have to constantly move the telescope to follow this star.
Infinitely large, infinitely small, everything is moving. That’s infinity in time. Time is movement.
Why do you age ? Because of the movement. We would like to stay young forever but we are aging, because there is a movement
inside our body, movement of particles, movement of cells, movement of fluids, everything is moving.
And we are moving, this meeting started at 11, what time is is now ? 11:23.
Because we move, the earth is moving.
This is a movement.
life.

So this symbol, think about it, study it, connect it to everything in your
Don’t use it only on Sunday morning to say ‘’thank you Elohim’’.

It’s connected to everything in your life, to space, to time and movement,
to everything you do.
Your sexual life is connected to it. Your professional life is connected to it.
And above all your philosophical life is connected to it. There is nothing in the
universe, nothing which is not connected to it.
And the more we advance in science, the more the scientists will, slowly,
understand how deep and how powerful the meaning of this symbol is.
Our scientists are like pigmies, they are still really very primitive. But with
all the research that is done, slowly, we can hope that in a few thousand years,
we will be able to connect this science with every, absolutely everything in the
universe.
You know some people are researching the secret code, or the DaVinci
code, the magic number, like in the pyramid there is special number; this is it.
If some scientists study deeply, which is still to be done, they will be able to
connect it with the golden number.
6
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And we can for sure use it to resolve a lot of mathematical and scientific problems.
And I hope all the Raelian scientists watching this program will try to think about it and calculate things, they can discover many
many things.
Because that’s the beauty of the Raelian philosophy, it’s a religion but an atheist religion, and what is the Raelian religion ?
It is Science, only science, no god, no soul, no reincarnation, nothing supernatural, it’s all about science.
Try to discover how deep it is.
I love you, and I wish you a beautiful day.

News and Views
Julian Assange Honorary Guide
You may see Maitreya referring to Julian Assange, founder and spokesperson of Wikileaks, in this video:
Sending him love and energy so that he can keep exposing what liars
our governments are and destroying the myth of honesty of the world’s leaders.

Pope and condoms
While recent publications hinted that the pope has finally come to favor condom use, the Vatican has just clarified Benedict’s recent comments, emphasizing
that he didn’t mean condoms should be used to avoid pregnancy. In a statement
released by the Vatican, the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith said the
pope wasn’t talking about using condoms during sex between married couples or
as a form of contraception. Instead, according to the statement, he said they could
be used in cases such as reducing the risk of HIV infection for male prostitutes.
Rael poked fun at the pope’s position. “Of course, condoms shouldn’t be used to
prevent pregnancy because we need billions of additional babies to reach overpopulation as soon as possible,Then we can watch billions starve to death because there isn’t
enough food on Earth for all of them!” Rael also said the Vatican’s statement demonstrated a lack of compassion.
‘’For such a message, the pope should be prosecuted for crimes against humanity, which will happen one day!” Rael said, adding that
millions of people die from AIDS “because they are good Catholics who listen to this irresponsible ‘religious leader.’ ”
The European Raelian Movement’s lawsuit against the Pope is still being processed in the UK... no news, good news?

Rael in support of Norwegian Minister’s decision to ban building of new mosques with Saudi
money.
Rael has expressed his support to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Norway, Jonas Gahr Store, who has rejected the proposal
made by the Saudi government and wealthy private entrepreneurs for the financing and construction of mosques in Norway.
7
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In compliance with the Norwegian law, foreign countries are granted to provide financial support to religious communities,
but given the importance of these sums, the government must approve in advance the financing.
The Foreign Ministry has not only refused to approve it, but he has also replied to the Islamic Center Tawfiiq (the promoter)
saying that “it would be paradoxical and unnatural to accept funds that come from a country that does not accept religious freedom.” The Norwegian Minister of Foreign Affairs Jonas Gahr Store has also added that “we could simply say no, the Ministry
does not approve, but we have taken the opportunity to add that the approval would be paradoxical until it is a crime establishing
a Christian community in Saudi Arabia”.
“Minister Jonas Gahr Store is 100 percent correct”, stated Rael. “All non-Islamic countries of the world should do the same thing:
ask Islamic countries to authorize the building of churches, grant the right to apostatize from Islam and the right to convert to Christianity or any other religion, and allow Christian missionaries and envoys from other religions to work there. As long as they refuse these
rights, no new mosques should be built anywhere else in the world.”
Rael also added that this principle should also apply to synagogues. “As long as Israel doesn’t authorize other religion’s missionaries to work toward converting Jews, no other countries should allow the building of synagogues. We must remember that it is presently
forbidden by Israeli law to spread other religions or to try to convert Jews.”

RAEL calls for the dissolution of the UN and its replacement by a totally neutral
organisation with votes proportional to each country’s population size.
Following Haitian protests against the UN occupation and the possibility its representatives brought cholera on the island,
Maitreya made the following comment: “The UN is more and more obsolete, mostly because it is an organisation which is a puppet
of the USA.
It shows through the lack of implementation of the numerous sanctions it passed against Israel. On the contrary, any sanction which
is in favour of the US politics is implemented immediately, like it was the case for Serbia, Iraq and Iran... Double standards are killing
it. And the stupid veto right of superpowers makes it powerless. A new international body should be created, totally independent from
superpowers, and where each country would have a vote proportional to the number of citizens it has. To see the vote of a country like
Monaco or San Marino with a population of a few thousand people having the same weight when voting as China or India with more
than a billion citizen each is almost a joke.

No to Santa Claus
Father Christmas has been banned from visiting a children’s nursery in Minnesota after a Muslim family complained. The Head Start Program in Minnesota stopped Father Christmas from delivering presents
to children, so that one Somali family would not be offended.
Rael commented : “ This is an excellent move! Santa Claus should be banned everywhere as it teaches
children to become liars”
The Italian Raelians had a nice No to Santa campaign this year...

Rael asks Laurent Gbagbo and Alassane Ouattara to mutually declare secession of the north
and south and establish two independent states

Considering the escalating crisis in Ivory Coast, Maitreya released a statement that goes along what he has predicted for
Kama and what Kama needs to do to get out of this on-going situation.
Maitreya Rael, asked Laurent Gbagbo whom the former colonizers would like to see resign, and Alassane Ouattara, to
mutually declare secession of the north and the south of Ivory Coast and to create two independent states, one in the north and
8
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one in the south.
Rael’s view is faithful to his project of giving power back to fundamental ethnic groups and their chiefs or kings in a PanAfrican confederation to be called the United States of Kama, which would reject all borders established during colonial times.
“Although the idea of creating a federal Ivorian State composed of a northern state and a southern state may be attractive,
it’s a bad choice,” Rael said in his statement. “Why create a division between the north and the south while other ethnic groups
are going unrepresented? And furthermore, if there is to be a so-called federation, a president would be needed to rule it. That
would bring back the same problem: choosing that president from between the north and the south. Former colonizers, blinded
by what they call their ‘holy democratic principles,’ are asking President Gbagbo to resign to ‘respect the democratic vote.’
“But democracy is not acceptable in formally colonized Africa because the artificial states established by colonizers included
ethnic groups of different sizes. Therefore, the ethnic group with the largest population is assured of winning the election and is
later able to tyrannize minority groups. Understandably, those minority groups will understandably never accept this.
“In the European Community, no country would accept being ruled by the president of the most populated state. The
French would never accept being governed by a German president. Why demand this of Africans? This present crisis is a direct
result of colonialism and artificial borders created by colonizers who took absolutely no account of existing kingdoms and ethnic
groups. The only solution is to go back to pre-colonial borders. In this case, this means that the people of the northern region,
commonly called Dioula, need their own country, as do the people in the south. Understandably, neither of these groups is
prepared to be ruled by the other. Only complete independence of a northern state (which could be called North Ivory) and a
southern state (which could keep the name Ivory Coast if it suits the citizens) can ensure a long-term solution.
“Consequently, I recommend that the president of the north, Allasane Ouattara, and the president of the south, Laurent
Gbagbo, mutually proclaim independence to create two states. I also recommend to both that they found their power upon a
federation of the kingdoms and ethnic groups that compose the north and the south. That way, their power would be strongly
rooted and supported by all in both states.  “I also recommend that both discontinue their paternal ties to France, for France
is always ready to intervene militarily under the easy pretense of wishing to protect its nationals while completely despising the
independence of Africa. The north and south should therefore replace these ties of dependency upon France with economic and
military ties to China. Although China is another formerly colonized country, its economical and technological development is
ideal for Africa, since ties to China lack the paternal and racist undertone of the relationship with France.

Raelian Planet - Rael Science

You might not receive rael-science articles anymore because Rael-science has been canceled without any explanation by
yahoo.
Most of our subscribers have received an invitation to join the new rael-science group and receive articles like previously, but
if it is not your case, you can subscribe right away by sending an e-mail to
subscribe@rael-science.org
Pour rael-science en français (for rael-science in French): subscribe-french@rael-science.org
More generally, all rael-science related information can be found on www.rael-science.org
What is rael-science? A way to get the news of tomorrow’s science today - for free!
You will receive daily selections of news about science, social science and political science. Selections are made accordingly
with interests of the Raelian Philosophy.
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The Raelian Planet – North America
Clitoraid Marches in Canada
The Clitoraid action which was held in Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto and Vancouver took place with pleasure, respect, and religiosity.
The Raelians’ mobilization was extraordinary: 50 people in Montreal, 20 people in Quebec, 15 in Ottawa, 9 in
Toronto and 5 in Vancouver.
On the menu : a silent march to denounce violence
against women, with women walking in silence holding
a flower, in the middle of winter, which for sure attracted
sympathy and curiosity. A few tears came to tickle my eyes
during the march.
Several curious people wanted to know more about
our cause. Many flyers were distributed. Numerous media
covered the event.
The small Clitoraid banks were not filled, but the result in visibility and awareness was grandiose.
Anecdote : in Montreal, a police car came to see what
was happening. Obviously, nothing worth mentioning. The unexpected was that two police officers were very curious and absolutely wanted to know more about our cause and about the Raelians. So none other than our great Daniel spent more than
30-40 minutes sitting in their car to tell them about the message that changed our lives and which only brings positiveness when
we take to the streets...
Sylvie Chabot, Clitoraid-Canada

Ontario - Discrimination against
Three Raelians: The Catholic
School Board condemned by the
Court of Human Rights
The Ontario Human Rights Tribunal just
condemned the Northern Ontario French Catholic School Board Conseil scolaire catholique
franco-nord de l’Ontario (CSCFNO) for discrimination against Daniel, Michel and Sylvie
Chabot, respectively Bishop and Priests of the
Raelian Religion.
In November 2006, the management of the
Northern Ontario French Catholic School Board
(CSCFNO) signed contracts for several training
sessions in emotional pedagogy for its academic staff, with the firm of the defendants, the Academy of Pleasurology and Emotional Intelligence (APEI). In January 2007, the management of CSCFNO learned that Daniel, Sylvie and Michel Chabot were
members of the Raelian Religion and decided to terminate the contracts. Moreover, evidence proves that CSCFNO management
10
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advised several other school boards of Ontario not to do
business with the APEI because its owners were Raelians.
That was all that the Ontario Court of Human Rights
needed in order to conclude that the CSCFNO committed a discriminatory act.
The Tribunal’s verdict couldn’t be clearer : “Based on
the documents filed by the parties, the Tribunal finds that
discrimination has occurred under Article 3 of the Code,
and this on the grounds of religion. The respondent terminated service contracts due to the religion of the defendants”
(http://www.canlii.org/fr/on/onhrt/doc/2010/2010h
rto2460/2010hrto2460.html)
Here is what Daniel Chabot said : “We have been
denouncing such acts of discrimination against members
of the Raelian Religion for years. We’ve filed dozens of
complaints with the Human Rights Commission and the courts in Quebec, and the vast majority was simply rejected. We
had to go to the office of the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief to denounce this lack of integrity of legal
proceedings in Quebec. It took us 17 years of fighting for a case to finally be heard before the Ontario Court of Human Rights.
What great news this verdict is, which furthermore was rendered on December 10th, 2010, International Human Rights Day.”
The Raelians celebrated this decision, which they received the same day as their December 13th celebration, commemorating Rael’s first encounter with the Elohim, these extra-terrestrials at the origin of all life on earth.

Comments by Daniel Chabot on this heart-warming victory !
It is with great pleasure that I announce that finally, we have a victory in a specialized human rights court. As the verdict is short and precise, we decided to publish it in
full in Contact. Also, the press release issued in Canada briefly explains the events that
led to this decision which shows us, as the Maitreya had said, that “it could not last for
long... inevitably, the wind turns at some point... and the fact that the biased old people
are being progressively replaced by young people more concerned with principles, helps.”
The Quebec legal team, led by Jocelyn Chabot, as well as our National Guide of
Canada, Marc Rivard, were also awaiting such verdict, which will set a legal precedent,
and which will send a loud and clear message : discrimination against Raelians is prohibited by the law. This ruling also demonstrates to the medialiars who stirred it up while
denying it, that a court has finally proven us right. And we will see many more victories
like this one. Once again we have proof that perseverance and faith in the truth always
end up winning. Let us lucidly look at what is happening before our eyes. As prophesied
in the messages 37 years ago, everything is converging in the same direction : life is really
starting to be created in laboratories, it is being confirmed that our universe is infinite,
the Internet sheds light upon the lies of the leaders, and little by little, justice is doing its job to uphold our freedoms. The collapse of the financial system and of mediocracy will force our humanity to choose a world currency and a world government.
While some panic and others are full of anxiety, well, we, we laugh because we know.
Thank you Maitreya, Thank you Elohim, Thank you all for continuing to believe in it, and let the party continue...
Daniel Chabot
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Free Hug Day Event in Toronto
It has been a while since we were in town for a diffusion in the streets and what a perfect afternoon it was last Saturday as
we gathered downtown Toronto for a special Free Hug diffusion.
We had a large poster with the words “ Heal The World With Love”. With our website on it to identify us. We also carried
hand posters. There were seven of us in all, (Diane, Patrick, Gisele, Ben, Marinda, William and Catherine) smiling and ready to
spread love.
The response started instantaneously!
There was curiosity, smiles and hugs. It was amazing to witness the willingness of some and very touching to hear some of
their comments, like the person in a wheelchair that had approached Diane in need of love. As he was mourning the loss of his
daughter and there were many other different testimonies requesting hugs and the feel of love...
What an impact we had!
There were also the smiles on the face of those who didn’t dare to receive hugs but were positively surprised...
Hugging, as Diane reminded us, releases certain chemicals in our body
that makes us feel good. This is in accordance with Daniel’s teaching of the
chain reaction effect. Influencing the lives of others by making them feel
good. This also has an impact on the lives of their friends and their friends’
friends and so on........Amazing!
Hugging strangers, what an empowering diffusion!
I feel that what we did was very positive, because it brings us one step
closer to the unconditional love our Dear Maitreya teaches us.
An experience to repeat for sure! I feel full, I feel content and so privileged of who I am and being your sister.
Thank you Elohim. Thank you Maitreya.
Love from Catherine Bouillaud

Diffusion in Barbados
We were 3 traveling, two gentlewomen (Marissé Caissy, Cristal Schlegel) and
a valiant white knight (Renald Bergeron). With the great addition of Daniel Liard
we were 4 at the airport arrival. (inspired from a citation in Corneille’s Le Cid,
sorry, it does not rhyme in English)
On November 29, 2 feet in the sand… what was to happen with this crusade? The installation was carried out efficiently, the chariot delivered and the
shopping done.
The next day, after verifying the water’s temperature, we went to scout locations. The following days were busy putting the final touches on the leaflets,
advertizements and posters and distributing them.
After many visits to the University of the West Indies, in delegation for negotiations, leading eventually to a signature, safety procedures and red tape, the
conference was finally given with success: 20 persons and a dozen books sold
despite an important game of cricket (their national sport) on the ground of the
12
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university, thanks to our efforts and the help of a ½ page advertising in the national newspaper.
Given the ‘’extensive’’ geography, a second conference was needed at the other end of the island in a less formal environment, so it was done the next day in a hotel. Another 20 people and a dozen books sold again despite all the festivities associated
with Christmas, a time which brings a lot of concerts and celebrations in this country. Out of these 40 people, more than three
quarters want more information and asked to be added to the follow-up list.
Without taking a pause, a 2 days Happiness Academy was immediately launched with 4 new people attending, including one who was celebrating his birthday on the first day. We had fun,
meditated and dreamed. At the end of this exciting weekend, three new
members were accepted into our beautiful family, two Level 2 and one
Level 1.The following day, the apotheosis! 4 cellular transmissions made,
standing directly into the ocean, the temperature of the water being so
good still...
In addition, before our departure, an interview was given to another national newspaper, the first structure meeting was held , the books
inventory tallied, 6 books had already been sold during the night!
This new team is promising and we decided together to meet
soon again in Las Vegas. What an euphoria, what an experience, what a
weather! ‘’We are the champions my friend ...’’.

Mexico, Toluca, Interview on Channel 8 Cablevision,
How a UFO in China affected the Mexican movement...
After one year we were able to get journalist Griselda Lozada of
channel 8 to invite The Raelian Movement to the program “A fondo”
transmitted at 22:00 hrs. The interview was scheduled for september 8
and it was canceled due to a political event. It was then rescheduled on
October l 6, 2010.
The group that went to the studio counted Alfredo Garcia, Sergio
Fabela and Rafael Mitre. Half an hour before the program, the host told
us that she wanted something special to happen, because the program
was about politics and not religion, and it didn’t expect much audience
but something actually HAPPENED!!!! In the morning, in the early
news, they talked about the UFO in China that have been stopping the
traffic at the airport for about an hour. Later his boss gave the OK for the
topic and thought it as a break from the usual subject. They were happy
about the UFO in China in the news that morning that could be linked to us.
They gave us one hour divided in four sections so we can give the 5 main points of our philosophy and an introduction
of the Movement. Then the questions arrived from the audience, also they pass pre-recorded interviews in downtown asking”if
people believe in life in other planets” those interviews were aired along with the commercial pause.
The host was very amicable and made lots of questions without aggression. She showed respect and I’ll say sympathy towards the Movement. We gave her 2 books(1 of the messages and 1 Let’s Welcome Our Father’s from Space), it was an incredible
job that this production did.
Before ending the program they gave the audience 3 books (2 of the messages and1 Sensual) Meditation with great response,
since many called as requesting books.
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I am very happy and thankful to our beloved creators for allowing us to serve them and our beloved Maitreya Raël.
Thank you dear Sergio for your unconditional love to accomplish this interview.
Alfredo Garcia Pichardo, Responsible of the RM Toluca - Edo. de México

Diffusion in Belize
October 2 to 10, 65 a.H. (2010)
Bernard who is responsible for the diffusion in the English Speaking Caribbeans, Viedamour and Yani, flew from Montreal to Belize on
October 2 to spread the wonderful message of love of the Elohim. We
arrived on a magnificent hot sunny day and after gathering all the information, choosing a room for our lecture and preparing our pamphlets
for our upcoming conference, we went out on the streets of Belmopan
to spread our message with loving eyes, smiles on our faces, and joy in
our hearts.
Within 3 days we had handed out approximately 2000 leaflets,
1500 of which were given out to students at the University of Belize,
to announce our conference on October 6. There were all in all 44 people at the conference. Except for 5 or 6 Christians who
seemed to want to trap us with their love tactics ;-), at the end of the conference, five members of one family, Carlos and his 4
sons, were extremely interested in our philosophy.
On October 7, even though no one showed up at the Celebration, that same day, Carlos phoned us and asked if we could
come to his hometown of San Ignacio because he wanted to organize a conference at his house. So on October 8th, instead of
going to the beach for a bit of R&R, we all agreed to go to San Ignacio which is about an hour`s drive from Belmopan – it was an
easy decision to make! To our great surprise, 11 people showed up, and the most amazing thing, Bernard gave the conference in
Spanish – Bravo Bernard! And even though I did not understand a word he said I could feel the beautiful emotions in his voice.
On our last day in Belize, just a few hours before leaving for the airport, Bernard decided to drop by Carlos` home. This
is when Carlos and his son Lionel were accepted as members of the Raëlian Movement – Carlos as level 2 and Lionel as level 1.
It was a big surprise for them and a great moment for all of us. What a wonderful way to end our marvelous journey in Belize.
Even though Belize is one of the poorest countries in Central America, the people are very polite and courteous. Now, more
than 2000 additional people know of the Elohim`s existence and I feel that we are the ones who will help them accomplish their
impossible dreams. Thank you Elohim! Thank you Maitreya! I love you. Viedamour

Miami, USA, East Coast
HAPPINESS ACADEMY
testimonies

One recognizes how privileged it is to
be a Raelian, which is a rarity, an “oddity” in
a world were ignorance and violence are the
common grounds.
The Happiness Academy reminded me
that we are special, and we know every human being is special, perhaps without being
aware of it; we are especially special because
14
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we are able to UNDERSTAND this. In the world
of negativism that we live in, we take action and say
STOP! There has to be another way, there is a better
way, a happier way, a loving way, a beautiful way; and
we choose to live different rejecting the downer that
society is most of the time. This is the moment when
the Happy Academy is there for us! To remind us that
indeed, there is a different way, the good way. In this
few days together, we live the dream! we remember

our true purpose of life: TO BE HAPPY, and like in John Lennon’s
song we demonstrate that is possible to live without borders or primitive believes, that we can “imagine” and dream and make those come
true! That is exactly what the Happy Academy is. It is an opportunity
to be the child we thought we lost and comes back with the power
of love, reminding us to be us, to be....just to be; with out judging
or being judge, without worries learning that we can be better than
ourselves, that happiness is not only a right but a choice that we
make. The Happy Academy is the laboratory were we experiment
and prove not only that we can be better human beings but that this
planet can be a better place for us and for all; in the academy, tools are given to continue expressing our genetic code in the jungle
we live in knowing that one day it will be a beautiful garden; in this few days I have been a flower and a butterfly, I have been the
clouds and the water on the lake, I have been beautiful and happy, I have been what ever I wanted to be! I learned more about myself and about others, and all this done in a fun loving way thanks’ to the guides that came to teach us that happiness is up to us,
that nobody or anything can make you happy, only yourself....ME. We have the POWER OF LOVE, THE POWER OF INTUITION and THE POWER OF CHOICE and if
Yes indeed I lived a memorable experience during the weekend of the HA in Miami.
we use them we can be
By Andre Pinsonneault
anything we want and
NOBODY can take that
The fact that we were not that many people was a plus meaning that it was much more
away from us. After these
intimate and personal than being part of a much bigger group. This allowed us to know more
three days of intense fun
about each other’s and get deeper into the experience we had during the weekend. The synergy
and learning I feel wonwas the best I’ve seen so far and it was all orchestrated by our national guide Lara which looks
derful! Empowered, haplike she had a magic wand. It was superbly organized; she was assisted by Donna Newman and
py and proud to be Raethe two worked hand in hand to make our weekend touching every one where we needed. Belian, but most of all happy
ing diagnosed with stage 4 cancer, they gave me some latitude for the small workshop I had
to be me.
to do. They also managed to give me so much love and energy. I was deeply touched and felt
waves of energy like I never felt before. These were sublime moments. I will never forget that.
The activity in the ocean was a delight; it was done almost at sunset and the group got all together in the water in a circle singing, dancing and laughing like kids. Miami is very special,
even the view from the room over the lake was spectacular. At times we could meditate on the
balcony just sitting there with the view and the nature surrounding us, superb location. I just
wish now that we will have many more of this well needed mini HA during that time of the
year in Miami hoping to get as many people as possible. The moments of happiness and love
are exceptional and cannot be described, one has to live it.
Love from Andre a guide from Miami
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The Raelian Planet - Kama
International Day of Science ,

media coverage success in the ivory

Coast

The media was taken over by the Raelians in the Ivory Coast on November 10th, 65 Ah (2010) during the International Day
of Science. A total of six (6) radio and television shows saw the participation of the Raelians from the region of Abidjan (south)
and Bouaflé (central Ivory coast), and everything organized in less than 3 days!
The TV show “Happy Morning” broadcasted live at 6 am, in the whole country is highly-watched. That day, Science Day,
the guest of the show was, our Guide: Harmony, Doctor in Biology. Also worldwide Internet users were able to follow the RTI
(National Television of the Ivory Coast) show on the website www.rti.ci.
The speech developed during the show by our guide Harmony took over the obstacles encountered. While she wasn’t even
sure that she would have time to talk because of the high number of speakers, Marcelin Govoei under the charm of her brilliant speech could not stop Harmony who eloquently talked about the topic of the day: “Science for Peace and Development “.
GMOs as a solution to world hunger, request for an institutional framework on bio safety, request made to the ministry to go
much further in the actions started. Internet for all, empower the young to study sciences. A message to the authorities: moving
towards new scientific techniques that will put us in a top position, avoiding making people believe that science is negative, etc..
these are some of the issues that were addressed during her intervention on TV. Simply Congratulations to Dr Annick Koulibaly
(Harmony). Her performance was so powerful that the leaders of the TV show
offered us to come back for another show on Monday, November 15th for the
“Peace Day.” Wow! Super! The media activities continue. Congratulations to all.
As for the radio shows, they were worthy animated, largely by the assistant
guides Karim Ouattara, Kra Magnanty Hilaire, Brou Ericsson Adon Yapi, Douyou Cyril and Jean-Jacques Souchet and sometimes late at night when we can face
an audience still quite mystical. The reactions were numerous and edifying.
Kra Magnanthy Hilaire, Level 3, in charge of the region of Cocody and
Bingerville.

Success also in Congo M’Foa
What a day! World
Day of Science was a great
opportunity for me to
be in the action of building the world of happiness
that we are starting around
and with Rael. I was very
pleased with the mobilization of the members of the
structure for this action: 75
in MFOA (Brazzaville), 32
in Pointe-Noire. We have reached over 4,000 people (judging by the
number of flyers provided) who had never encountered the Raelian
Movement any where! My greatest satisfaction was that the majority
of people, who visited our booths yesterday, were young people between the age of 14 and 25! November 10th, 65 AH left its
mark on the public opinion of Congo with the Raelians who celebrated the theme “Science is Love,” assertion made by Rael in
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Congo, during his last stay in Kama. In MFOA, a total of 5 booths were assembled early in the morning, a large tent was used
as a video projection room, and four booths with these topics: GMOs, nanotechnology, cloning and Black Scholars. We gave all
the information we had to this young audience, which allowed us to practice the diffusion in all its aspects. All of the 75 Raelians
played their role as science popularizes and spread the messages of the Elohim. It was so crowded! The number of visitors reached
its peak at noon, when students took their lunch break ... All of us were spreading science; among us, a guest: Pierre BOLDUC,
Level 5, on a visit to Congo, who spent more than four hours standing without interruption!
Three TV channels were there for a documentary and interviews; I had the pleasure to watch during the evening news and
in all languages, the interviews of NIKA in Kikongo, of Chisso in Lingala, of MALOGENE, WOUKOUSSA and of myself in
French.
Without further comments, enjoy all the pictures
Tshiélikk National Guide for CONGO

Raelian Planet - Europe
In France, Raelians offer love, compassion and non-violence as a response to disparagers of
religious minorities.
On Saturday, November 6, the Freemasonry was organizing a conference on the topic of the so-called “sectarian excesses”
in Paris, in front of an audience that was totally sympathetic to that illusion. This event took place at the headquarters of the French Federation
of
Human Rights... in other words, the French version of human rights is
about fighting against religious minorities... interesting ;-)
In attendance was notably Mrs Picard, president of an anti-religious minorities organization and coauthor of a dreadful law targeting
specifically religious minorities. Once again she tried to legitimize the
existence of an appalling black list of sects, while at the same time explaining that it has no legal value... Go figure! This is a perfect example
of the hypocrisy and mental confusion that rule the land, considering
that list’s serious consequences on liberties and rights of minority members, including obviously the Raelians.
At the entrance, about forty Raelians coming from all over France were gathered to reply in their own way: by applying
the teachings of our Beloved Maitreya and others inspirers of non-violence and love in the history of mankind such as Gandhi,
Martin Luther King, Jesus: “Love your enemies”. They remain silent and peaceful in front of the entrance and organized meditation sessions on love and compassion towards their disparagers (See Contact #370 and the Maitreya’s teaching on quantum
physics and telepathy).
This conference was an opportunity to show the contradictions inherent to this fight against religious minorities: impossibility to distinguish between sect and religion, disproportion between the huge resources deployed against those groups and the
reality of the threat…
This was yet another opportunity for Raelians to have their fundamental rights respected with the strength and the greatness of the love that drives us...
Thank you everyone, thank you Maitreya and our fathers for their Guidance towards beauty, justice and love...
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IN STRASBOURG : Raelians act for the respect of liberty

by

Charpentier, assistant Guide

Fany

This week-end will remain a memorable moment for over a hundred French and Belgium Raelians including about forty
who came from Switzerland to support them!
A convention titled « AEROSPATIAL ASTRONOMY AND UFOLOGY » was organized.
Last June, three Raelians had suggested to participate in this convention in order to attend the different presentations offered by different experts and to contribute to debates bringing our own light: The Raelian hypothesis being founded on the idea
that humanity had been created scientifically by another, more advanced civilization who now wishes to be officially welcomed
on Earth. To discuss this possibility during a convention about the UFO phenomenon seemed totally appropriate to these three
Raelians and is even part of an objective path of research about this phenomenon.
The only answer they received was the rule and regulations governing this convention posted on the internet : « This convention as a whole is prohibited to all forms of sects. Violating this rule will result in expulsion. Any sign or mention of a sect,
whether it be wearing a badge or a symbol (like the Raelian symbol) or any verbal mention of belonging to a sect, or sectarian
related clothing such as a special uniform will result in the immediate exclusion by security officers.
We could not let this happen without speaking out and at the request of Maitreya, we summoned a bailiff to come to the
convention as it opened on Saturday morning and to attest whether the Raelians could freely go inside the convention as any
Jewish or Catholic citizen would.
A complaint had already been lodged with the District Attorney of Strasbourg back in September because of the discriminatory language contained in the convention rules and regulations and published on the convention’s association website. As for
us, the bailiff duly attested that Raelians were admitted inside the convention but anonymously. That is to say, we were forbidden
to wear any distinctive sign showing our belonging to the Raelian philosophy and were prohibited from expressing our Raelian
point of view.
All of us who had come from the four corners of France, of Belgium and Switzerland, who had gotten up a 3 AM for some
of us, were about to express ourselves but in a different way : silently. Under the directions of Kimbangu Mundele Piffer, National Guide for France and Belgium, well assisted by Philippe Chabloz, National guide for Switzerland and Allan Tschopp, Swiss
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guide, the Raelians placed themselves all around the convention building which walls were transparent because they were made
of glass-). We were completely visible from the inside! And so, while proudly wearing our symbols we held signs like: “FORBIDDEN TO DOGS AND RAELIANS”, “RAELIAN JEW”. We laid siege to the convention with ample smiles and harmony,
reminding everyone to what point France still stands out for its racist attitude.
Disturbed by our summoning a baillif and by our presence around the building, the organizers called the police. The city officers were a bit taken back by this pacific demonstration. The organizers exchanged some words with us and so did the president
of the convention. They clearly expressed as we were video taping them that they did not want us here because we are a “sect”
and because we have a bad image in the media!
Finally, they did exactly what they said they would! And this is related in black and while in a local newspaper article.
Kimbangu, National guide for France and Belgium was not satisfied with a simple conversation with Michel Padrines, the
president of the convention and with the police officers; he insisted on expressing his views to the media. A local reporter from
DNA “Dernières Nouvelles d’Alsace” interviewed him and published an article relating the different points of view: He quoted
“... Raelians base their philosophy on the fact that extraterrestrials created our world and will come back to see us...” ;-) This
article also includes the declarations of the president of this convention: ... Michel Padrines says it clearly: Raelians cannot enter
the convention if they wear distinctive signs showing their belonging to their sect....”
In the meantime, other Raelians were diffusing in the streets of this beautiful city to promote another conference ;-), its title
was “UFO, Extraterrestrials, what Message?”
What were the Results ?
A conference room with an enthusiastic audience listening to guest speaker Michel Devaux, guide priest in France, who
gave a remarkable speech, summarizing the Messages destined to all of humanity, Michel also gave scientific projections to build
a paradise. And so, you can easily imagine the harmonious and cheerful atmosphere inside the restaurant where we gathered
that night sharing a good dinner and a good glass of Alsatian wine. The next day, we were
happy to be together to plan out the next step of this beautiful adventure of year 65 already
so rich in events! Each leader spoke with passion, strength, conviction and humor and our
leader reminded us of the year’s priorities.
Thank you, Kimbangu, for showing us the way of love, beauty and also the path to
action always with enthusiasm, harmony as your assistant pointed out. She supports you,
as we all do because this weekend showed us once more how united and strong we are in
this “celestial” organization. And so THANK YOU to the whole team of the Eastern region under the aegis of Satan (Bernard Ancel, regional guide) who gave his utmost
so the event would flow and everyone would be welcomed comfortably. Finally, we
could not thank You enough, Maïtraya dearest for showing us the way to express
what is good in this world where evil reigns. Thanks to You, hope spreads each day
and You allow us to grow so much! MERCI!

First meditation day in Belgium
By Karlien, Level 2
On November 6th, the Dutch Raelian Team gathered together with Daniel our National Guide and his assistants for this
day Natalie and Karlien who organized the first Meditation Day in Belgian Flanders. It was a great success. The day was filled with
powerful teachings about the human brain, sensuality, love, harmony, respect and lovely meditations. It was like a mini-seminar,
but then in one day. A beautiful day to remember and to do again. Meditation is so important and so many people can be reached
by just focusing on love and compassion. It’s the way to the awakening of humankind. It’s such a big honor to be able to share
and spread love and consciousness on this beautiful planet, a tiny dot in the infinite universe. Two new people enjoyed sharing
with us. Thank you Elohim, thank you Maitreya for your beautiful teachings. What a beautiful team, what a beautiful day!
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First public lecture in Norway
By Caroline Vessières, assistant-Guide
For the first time, a Raelian public lecture was held in Oslo on Saturday, September 25. A month earlier, Kenny, national
Guide for Sweden, was invited to a TV show: http://www.fem.no/programmer-fem/den-andre-siden/fra-verdensrommet-tilbuddha-1.5616.
This was an opportunity to proselytize.
Francis and Pierre-André came from Switzerland. As soon as they arrived, they started a poster campaign in downtown under the guidance of Mustafa who lives near Oslo. Already passers-by were stopping to ask questions. The next morning, Kenny
and Caroline joined from Sweden, and the campaign went on with a distribution of flyers. Thirty people attended the lecture
which took place at the Oslo Library.
The audience listen attentively and asked a few questions... the message was spread!
One person showed more interest than others. His name is Tor-Arne, he already knew the Raelian Movement from the
Internet and he had already started to read the Messages. He spent the rest of the day with us.
Will he be the first Norwegian Raelian? Possibly, as he already decided to attend our October 7 gathering in Stockholm.

IN UK: PROTEST AGAINST POPE VISIT
By Emma Reyes and Brent Jarvie, Guides
On Saturday 18th September the UK Raelian’s joined the
humanist society to march in protest of the Pope’s first state visit
in almost 30 years. There were various themes from gay rights,
pedophile priests, the proliferation of aids through the pope’s
support of non safe sex and the support of new science, to mention but a few.
The UK Raelians met at 12.00 at Hyde Park corner for
the march due to start at 13.00 and when we were all present
we made our way to join the other protesters. There were long
delays in the march getting underway, but as we stood waiting
we were eventually told that the delay was because the number
of people who wanted to join the march was much bigger than
they had originally anticipated. This was great news!!!!!
Also we didn’t mind as this allowed us to do a little diffusing whilst we waited, in fact standing to the left of us we had a
very well known comedian called Al Murray (known as the Pub
Landlord). Sakina was over to talk to him in a flash, she gave
him our special celebrity mini disc to look at and a flyer. He said
he had heard of the Raelian movement before and he seemed to
be interested in the philosophy.
The march eventually began at 14.30 and I can say that it
was very exciting to join such a strong and large group of conscious people. Reports put the numbers at 20,000 protestors all
sharing a common voice – We don’t want the pope in Britain
and we do not tolerate abuse of human rights. The march con20
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tinued through London to the shouts of “Go Home Pope” until 18.00 where the protestors gathered outside Downing Street to
listen to speakers of the rally including Richard Dawkins and Peter Tatchell.
The rally speakers spoke of the Vatican’s interference in matters of the States, using their influence to interfere and oppress
peoples and their basic human rights. Not forgetting the huge continuing child abuse scandal which will forever be associated
with the Catholic church.
One such speech concluded “Joseph Ratzinger is an enemy of humanity, he’s an enemy of women barring them from the
priesthood as though a penis was an essential tool for pastoral duties.” Ha ha ha. That really got the crowds laughing and cheering!
us.

What a great event for the UK team to be part of and an amazing diffusion opportunity, thank you to everyone who joined

NOPEDO ACTION in Belgium
10 years ago, Maitreya founded Nopedo, an organization in defense of children victim of Catholic priests, with
the purpose of publically denouncing the exactions committed by Catholic priests so that not only these unbearable
abuses would cease but also so that the governments would
finally allow justice to be rendered for the victims.
Members of Nopedo who are also members of the Raelian Movement, had in the past been condemned for speaking out this truth, which appears self evident today.
Enormous scandals just broke out in Belgium, the very
country where Nopedo had been condemned.
The journalists who were for the most part offended by Nopedo’s actions, who even soiled the Raelians, are full of questions
today.
Here is what Eric Remacle has to say about the media climate in which the recent Nopedo’s public actions have taken place
in these past few weeks: « ... Belgium is on fire! Ever since this weekend, on all Belgium TV and radio stations, they can’t stop
talking about pedophile priests and especially about the silence of the church, guilty of not denouncing it. Everybody is offended, all the journalists are asking the questions that we asked in the past: why this protection toward the priests, why no excuse
nor compensation, why hiding from justice thanks to pay outs?... He adds: “For all the members of Nopedo, the opening of
a parliamentary commission in Belgium following Ireland’s is a good initiative but it is
still not enough. “The Catholic church sued
Nopedo because we spoke the truth. The organization is going to demand compensation
for the prejudice it underwent and it will ask
to be recognized for its public usefulness.”
The same change is taking place in the
public opinion who is opening its eyes on the
crimes of the Catholic church.
During our actions in the streets of
Liege and Brussels, Belgium on Sept 18 and
25, we saw that the authorities had changed
their attitude: the Brussels demonstration
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was authorized and the police presence was very discrete.
Kimbangu, National guide, Satan, Marcel Hoffman, as well as Jaom came to join the whole team led by Jean Regolle, regional leader. Here is what Jean describes, enthusiastic and proud to carry his team:
« … People of all ages came to see us to tell us they sized with us, to tell us that they had just sent their act of apostasy, without being certain that their request would be granted. Some were surprised to learn that it is possible to voice one’s disagreement
in front of the inaceptable behavior of priests by annulling one’s baptism. Others confided in us that they were now atheist, that
they had been baptized at birth and were happy to learn that they could choose to leave the church in which they did not believe
anymore. Some took our flyers telling us that they were not baptized, but they knew people who would be interested in our action... The welcome we received is easily understood knowing that a board of enquiry discovered at least 13 people who, in their
childhood, had been the victims of sexual abuse by priests, and committed suicide. More that 475 complaints were lodged this
year between January and June and to top it all off, we learned that Cardinal Daneels is being summoned because he incited a
victim to remain quiet about the abuse whereas she wanted to sue the church.”
A big cheer to all of you!
Thank You Maitraya, for giving us the privilege to be ahead of the game and to act for Good.

Raelian presence at the OSCE in October and
December
The ‘Liberty team’ in charge of organizing actions to represent
our religion and to defend it against discrimination worked for several
months on the representation of our religion at the highest International institutional level of the OCSE on 2 occasions, first in October
and again in December. As a reminder, OSCE stands for Organisation
for Security and Cooperation in Europe. It is represented in 56 States
in Europe, Central Asia and America. Our two missions were a true
success.
By focusing on judiciary related actions, the Liberty team allows
the other Raelian diffusing teams to be spared from the intoxication
of defamation, discrimination, etc.. so they can give themselves fully to the diffusion of the Messages.
For the 7th year in a row, we were present at the OSCE during the “Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting”, an official and international symposium between countries to discuss fundamental liberties as related to Human Rights. These work
sessions are sometimes open to Non Profit Org. and allow to work on the democratization of member countries and to expand
the freedom of consciousness, of religion, the problems linked to religious education, etc...
There, we report discrimination cases committed mainly in French speaking States: Quebec, Switzerland and the 2 champions: Belgium and France. We organize events that tie into this such as showing relevant films, organizing conferences, demonstrations, etc... In the past few years we have organized 18 events which most often set off reactions within the States themselves
through an official response during OCSE sessions, or through internal investigations to evaluation the veracity of our statements.
Additionally , for the last 3 years, the Liberty Team has extended these same actions of defense or representation with the
UN and the European Commission. The Team is also in contact with the US State Department and with over 15 Non Profit
Org. who are active in the defense of Human Rights.
Our 2 representations at the OSCE in October in Warsaw and in December in Vienna stood out greatly.
We had decided to specifically denounce Belgium and France. Belgium was denounced for its inequality in treating spiritual minority compared to other recognized religions and for its scandalous favorable treatment of the Catholic church which
unpunished pedophile crimes are making all the headlines. France was denounced for the impressive and costly administrative,
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judiciary and police arsenal that it has put forth to fight against the emergence of these new spiritualities. Our presentations
were precise, sharp but also constructive and included a dozen of concrete propositions stemming from the Messages and from
Maitreya’s reflection.
Please refer to Raelnews for a summary of our last speech given in Vienna: http://fr.raelnews.org/news.php?item.240.9
Our presentations prompted interesting reactions:
Both the ambassadors of France and Belgium reacted to our presentation by quoting us (which drew more interest to our
speech and gave it more strength) and their answers made them sink deeper in their incoherence.
Several Human Right organizations came to congratulate us on our presentation and the OCSE mediator (a kind of president for the symposium) also praised us telling us that we “nipped it in the bud”.
We distributed more than 200 juridical packets and we made many new contacts with University and OSCE officials that
we will add to our data base.
For instance, we are now in contact with Heiner Bielefeldt, a professor of Human Rights at the University of ErlangenNürnberg in Germany and a new rapporteur for the freedom of religion and belief. We are also in contact with professor Robert
Jackson – Professor of “Religions and Educations” at the Educational Institute of the University of Warwick in England. We
are connected to Cole Durham, special rapporteur to the OSCE on the freedom of belief and religion. Mr. Durham is also the
director of “the International Center for Law and Religious studies. We are in touch with Silvio Ferrari, professor of Right and
Religion at the law faculty of the University of Milan. Mr. Ferrari is a member of the « Advisory Council of the OSCE/ODIHR
Panel of Experts on Freedom of Religion or Belief», etc ..
We took advantage of this wave of support and improvised a speech on religious education during a session on the subject. There, for the first time we presented an embryo of world government which OSCE is, we presented our values and
propositions in this field (baptizing adults only, pluralistic and non fanatic education, lowering the age of adulthood, adopting
a committee to censure religious writings contrary to Human Rights, banning circumcision, etc...)
There is non doubt that our message makes an enormous difference in what we hear there and it contributes to the development of consciousness.
In Warsaw, we were represented by Jaom, head of Public Relations in France, Jacek, Poland’s National guide. In Vienna,
our delegates were Nora Kerrache and Eric Remacle, leaders of the Liberty Team.
Behind them, several Raelians helped in the overall organization and the preparation of certain speeches: Maryline Canin,
Albert Schanzenbacher, Jean Pierre Saulnier, Claude Faurite et Ali Reza Seyedin

Raelian Planet – Ixachitlan
The Gotopless action in Cartagena, Colombia was a wonderful success.
Breasts are always a winner in repressed countries no matter where we live on this funny blue planet! Maitreya’s Gotopless
idea continues to make ripples of our nipples.
Ruby, the guide who organized it said that it was a complete revolution in the streets of Cartagena. The 9 of them (4 women
and 5 men) began their march at the foot of a topless statue of an Indian woman. They received the permit just one day before
the event and were not sure that the action would take place until the last minute! But... on the 17th at 4PM...the media was
there in bunches, the crowd armed with cameras of course... the police was there to insure their security. It was a major, major
happening in their city!!! Suddenly, earthquakes, murders became secondary news and breasts... and their Designers took center
stage, locally, nationally... and even internationally!
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Raelian Planet - Asia
Conferences in Nepal
Yes! Finally, Maitreya Rael’s message is touching the consciousness of people in Nepal. For a country with a population of
29 million, the seed has been planted, and now shows beautiful signs of growth and harmony. Yes, people are so ready…
Momoki Miyazaki, Guide from Japan, who has been tirelessly traveling to Nepal for the last few years, visited Nepal to diffuse the Message in September. With the help from a Nepali Raelian, Suwarch Devkota and I (remotely from the United States),
3 lectures in three major cities of Nepal (Butwal, Pokhara and Kathmandu) were organized. All events were huge success.
Overall, about 100 people attended these lectures, and lots of books were sold.
Suwarch, who helped organize the lectures was very surprised by the turnout. He said “I was so nervous and confused....so
many people showed up…this might be the next biggest thing in Nepal!”
Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Beloved Maitreya for this wonderful Message that will bring more understanding and
happiness to the people here that have been waiting a long time. Nepal will grow with consciousness…
Upendra Singh
National Guide, Nepal

Sexy Christmas in Korea on 24th of Dec.
In response to a recent article saying that Sexy clothing for girls is not appropriate, a few Raelian girls dressed as sexy santa
claus went to HongDea street, a popuar(popular) street for young people, in order to promote the fact that wearing sexy clothes
is OK .
The weather was really cold on that day so the street was not as
crowded as usual. We handed out 2~300 leaflets. Even though it was very
cold, we enjoyed a lot our parade so our happiness attracted people’s interest with our laughter, and smile.
This
parade
was
planned to shake the stupidity of Korean government
trying to prohibit young female star wearing sexy dress,
a sign of its being under
strong catholic influence.
Love, Jina~*
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